FAIR-IMPACT Open Call for Support

(more!) Frequently Asked Questions
Timelines

Support action #1: FAIR-IMPACT FAIRness assessment challenge
First workshop: 02 Oct
Second workshop: 16 Oct
Third workshop: 07 Nov

Support action #2: Enabling FAIR Signpost and RO-Crate for content metadata discovery and consumption
First workshop: XX-XX Sept
Second workshop: XX-XX Oct
Third workshop: XX-XX Nov

Introductory workshop – XX September
To cover communications channels, how to claim funds, implementation story interviews, etc.

Notifications
Deadline for applications: June 1
Application evaluation: June
Applicants informed of decision: Early July
Financial support

€2,500 for each support action

5 days’ effort for individuals and teams
National eligibility

As a result of the Council of the European Union Implementing Decision 2022/2506, which stipulates that legal commitments must not be entered into with any public interest trusts established on the basis of the Hungarian Act IX of 2021 or any entity maintained by such a public interest trust, FAIR-IMPACT will not be able to consider applications from individuals or organisations based in Hungary.

Please see European Commission FAQs on the Decision for more information (link on FAIR-IMPACT webpage)
Thank you!

Contact us
opencalls@fair-impact.eu

@fairimpact_eu  /company/fair-impact-eu-project